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and garish which totally and drug-like undermined his
historical sense. When he wrote A History of the Borgias
he could rejoice in such sentences as the following rocket
sf racy realism: "So the Senior Branch in the line of the
direct descendants of the murdered Duke of Gandia, bas-
tard of the Lord Alexander P. P. VI, withered in sump-
tuous obscurity!" Savonarola, whom he hated as a Puritan
and a Salvationist, he summed up as a "director turned
dictator/' the subtlety of which epigram he urged in hectic
and violent correspondence. Or take his fierce characterisa-
tion of the Cardinal Ippolito d'Este: "It is one thing to at-
tempt to blind a bastard brother who is a royal prince. It is
another thing to compass the death of a brother who is a
reigning sovereign. The robust young Cardinal was equal
to the first but above the second." Rolfe used the Borgian
era to deck his own imagined character with astonishing
fictions, which may generally receive credit for being
stranger than fact.
A History of the Borgias is a vivid attempt to rehabili-
tate Pope Alexander the Sixth from the secular infamy,
which "unproved suspicion, kopriematous imagination and
ordurous journalists" had combined to heap upon his
tiara. In the very remarkable preface Rolfe states that:
"No man save One, since Adam, has been wholly good.
Not one has been wholly bad. The truth about the Borgia,
no doubt, lies between the two extremes. Popes and Kings
and lovers and men of intellect and men of war cannot be
judged by the narrow code, the stunted standard, of the
journalist and the lodging-house keeper or the plumber
and the haberdasher." Of this book Henry Harland wrote:
"The historic imagination, the big vision, the humour, the
irony, the wit, the perverseness, the daring and the tre-
mendously felicitous and effective manner of it! It is like
a magnificent series of tapestry pictures of the fifteenth
century." Rolfe disclaimed to write in "the Roman

